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ABSTRACT

Introduction: This study aims to compare pre-
clinical visual-quality metrics and halo size of
intraocular lenses (IOL) with enhanced inter-
mediate vision to a standard monofocal lens.
Methods: Three monofocal- IOL models with
an extended-depth-of-focus (EDoF) intended for
monocular implantation (Tecnis ICB00,
AE2UV/ZOE, and IsoPure) and one for mono-
vision (RayOne EMV) were compared against a
standard monofocal lens (Tecnis ZCB00). An
optical-metrology station was used in the
assessment of IOLs’ optical quality in poly-
chromatic light. The imaging quality was com-
pared with metrics derived from the optical
transfer function. Halo size was estimated from
the projection of the point spread function
under scotopic pupil.
Results: The monofocal IOL showed the high-
est image quality at the far focus. The ICB00’s,
the AE2UV/ZOE’s, and the IsoPure’s

performance at - 1D was superior to that of the
monofocal lens. The monocular defocus toler-
ance of the RayOne EMV was comparable with
that of the ZCB00. The RayOne EMV’s inter-
mediate range was improved in a monovision
configuration (- 1D offset). This approach,
however, yielded the largest halo area, i.e., 53%
of the ZCB00’s halo, compared to 34% for the
IsoPure, 14% for the AE2UV/ZOE, and 8% for
the ICB00.
Conclusion: The mono-EDoF models have a
clear advantage over the standard monofocal
lens by expanded imaging capability beyond
- 0.5D. Although the RayOne EMV provided
the largest (binocular) visual-range extension, it
was at the expense of monocular vision and
higher susceptibility to halo. The ICB00’s and
the AE2UV/ZOE’s halo-profile was similar to
that of the ZCB00, indicating their low poten-
tial to induce photic phenomena.
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Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

A new category of intraocular lenses (IOLs)
has been introduced that improves
intermediate vision of pseudophakic
patients and induces a comparable level of
photic phenomena to a standard
monofocal implant. Given that those IOLs
are of recent introduction, the scientific
literature on their performance is scarce.

Quality metrics derived from the optical
transfer function offer a high correlation
with clinical visual acuity, which can be
used to predict the clinical performance of
new monofocal IOLs with an extended
depth of focus prior to implantation.

What was learned from the study?

Enhanced-monofocal IOLs, based on a
higher-order aspheric design, provide a
comparable far optical quality and
extended intermediate range while
producing a monofocal-lens halo type.
However, the depth-of-focus extension
varies between the models, which should
be taken into account in preoperative
counseling.

Although the enhanced-monovision
approach offered an extended visual
range, a - 1D defocus and spherical
aberration effects might increase a
binocular perception of photic
phenomena.

INTRODUCTION

Monofocal intraocular lenses (IOLs) with an
enhanced intermediate function can provide an
extended range of vision with a far-dominant
performance, which, however, does not meet
requirements for extended-depth-of-focus
(EDoF) lenses set by the American Academy of

Ophthalmology [1]. A recent clinical trial
assessing mono-EDoF technology demonstrated
that patients with the Tecnis Eyhance ICB00
have significantly better vision at intermediate
distances but similar at far compared to those
with a standard Tecnis lens [2]. In another
clinical investigation, higher spectacle inde-
pendence was observed at the intermediate
range with the ICB00 compared to a monofocal
lens [3]. The performance of the ICB00 has also
been documented in laboratory studies [4, 5]. In
those reports, however, only one IOL model has
been evaluated. But with increasing recognition
of this technology, various novel mono-EDoF
lenses are being introduced, the precise char-
acteristics of which have yet to be tested in the
laboratory before they become routinely used in
surgery.

Objective metrics derived from in vitro
assessment of IOLs are widely used to evaluate
the performance of new lens models [4–10] or
failed implants [11, 12]. One such metric is the
optical transfer function (OTF) that represents
the imaging ability of an optical system. This is
a complex-valued function composed of the
modulation transfer function (MTF) and the
phase transfer function (PTF). The latest
research indicates that optical-bench metrics
offer a high correlation with clinical measure-
ments of visual acuity (VA) and contrast sensi-
tivity (CS) [7–9]. The optical quality of IOLs is
typically assessed, during their manufacture,
using the through-focus MTF, which is the
internationally recognized standard for testing
IOLs [6, 13]. However, the inclusion of the PTF
component may provide a more accurate esti-
mate of the IOL’s performance and its impact
on postoperative vision [14].

Halos are dim circles of light surrounding a
light source, which may occur due to refraction,
diffraction, or ray aberration. In the case of
IOLs, it often results from a simultaneous pro-
jection of multiple foci by an IOL. Thus, this
postoperative complaint is typically associated
with multifocal IOLs rather than monofocal
ones [15, 16]. Recent clinical and laboratory
studies demonstrated a comparable amount of
dysphotopsia with the ICB00 and the control
monofocal Tecnis IOL [2–5], which may be used
as a reference to test the susceptibility of new
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mono-EDoF designs to produce such
phenomena.

This research aimed to apply the MTF and
the PTF to compare the optical quality and the
halo projection of the latest mono-EDoF models
to that of a standard monofocal lens.

METHODS

Intraocular Lenses

In this laboratory investigation, we studied off-
the-shelf IOLs; thus, ethics committee approval
was not required. The following models were
assessed.

• Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 and Tecnis ZCB00
(both from Johnson & Johnson Surgical
Vision, Inc., Santa Ana, USA).

• AE2UV (Eyebright Medical Technology Inc,
Beijing, China), distributed in Europe under
the tradename ZOE Primus-HD (Ophthalmo
Pro GmbH, Sankt Ingbert, Germany).

• IsoPure 1.2.3 (PhysIOL sa/nv, Liège,
Belgium).

• RayOne EMV (Rayner Intraocular Lenses
Limited, Worthing, UK).

Two IOL samples from each model were
tested, each having the same refractive power
of ? 20D.

The Tecnis ZCB00 and ICB00 are made of the
same hydrophobic acrylic material with a
refractive index of 1.47 at 35 �C and the Abbe
number of 55. The two models were designed to
correct a spherical aberration (SA) of 0.27 lm at
6 mm [17]. Despite a similar appearance, the
Eyhance’s anterior surface differs (by approxi-
mately 15%) in its central, optical area from
that of the ZCB00—having an increase in lens
power through utilizing higher-order aspheric
components [4]. Thus, the Eyhance ICB00 aims
to enhance intermediate vision compared to the
ZCB00 while maintaining identical correction
of primary SA [4].

The AE2UV/ZOE is a hydrophobic-acrylic
lens with a refractive index of 1.47 and the Abbe
number of 57. The IOL features an aspheric
design to lower the primary SA of the cornea by
- 0.20 lm at 6 mm. A high-order aspheric

surface enhances intermediate vision with
increased SA aberration in the IOL center that
gradually decreases towards the periphery. A
smooth and continuous higher-order aspheric
surface aims to minimize photic phenomena
that may result from abrupt profile changes,
such as observed in diffractive IOLs.

The IsoPure 1.2.3 is a hydrophobic-acrylic
IOL with a refractive index of 1.52 and an Abbe
number of 42. The IsoPure features anterior and
posterior aspheric surfaces with high-order
aspheric terms to extend the visual range com-
pared to a monofocal IOL while maintaining a
good far-focus performance. A posterior surface
of the lens has a conic profile to correct
- 0.11 lm of SA.

The RayOne EMV is made of (26%) hydro-
philic-acrylic material with a refractive index of
1.46 at 35 �C and an Abbe number of 56. The
RayOne EMV is offered as enhanced monovi-
sion IOL where a plano target is maintained in
the dominant eye, and a power-offset is applied
in the non-dominant eye. According to the
manufacturer, a 1D offset offers a 2.25D depth-
of-focus extension in binocular vision. The
inner part of the IOL includes positive SA to
improve patients’ distance vision in the non-
dominant eye.

Optical-Metrology Analysis

We used an OptiSpheric IOL PRO2 (Trioptics
GmbH, Wedel, Germany) device in the assess-
ment of the optical performance of the study
IOLs. This setup was built based on the ISO
standard configuration that includes a corneal
model with 0.28 lm of SA at 5.15 mm [13]. The
device’s spectral property mimics the spectral
sensitivity of the human eye with a peak
intensity of 555 nm. The OTF components (i.e.,
the MTF and the PTF) were derived from the
line spread function projected by the device
through the tested IOL [18]. The longitudinal
chromatic aberration of the model eye (without
an IOL) was approximately 1D between 480 and
644 nm [19]. We assessed the optical quality
parameters for the aperture size of 3 mm and
4.5 mm at the IOL plane [20]. After finding the
best focus using the MTF criterion, the IOL’s
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tolerance to defocus was tested within
a ? 0.50D to - 2.50D range (0.25-D resolution).
At each focus-point, sagittal and tangential
MTFs and PTFs were acquired, and the two
meridians were averaged. Besides, at the 3-mm
pupil, we recorded the 1951 USAF resolution
test chart.

The weighted optical transfer function
(wOTF) was calculated as described by Alarcon
et al. [7], who in a later study also applied this
metric to evaluate the optical quality of the
ICB00 lens [4]. The wOTF was derived from the
measured MTF and PTF at 3 mm and weighted
by the neural CS function (CSF) using the fol-
lowing formula:

wOTF ¼ d

150

X150
d

f¼1
MTF fdð Þcos PTF fdð Þð ÞCSF fdð Þneural;

where f is the spatial frequency expressed in lp/
mm with a resolution of d = 1 lp/mm. The
neural CSF data were obtained from the work of
Campbell and Green [21]. The wOTFb change
with defocus (where b is - 0.36) has been
reported to correlate strongly with clinically
measured VA, and we compared this change
between models [7, 22].

A polychromatic point spread function (PSF),
i.e., an image of a 0.1-mm pinhole, was used to
assess the size of halos projected by the IOLs at
the 4.5-mm aperture [4, 16]. A long transfor-
mation of each recorded image was applied, and
the background noise was removed. The halo
size was defined as the total area (2-D images)
with the assumption of circularity.

Binocular Summation

Given that the RayOne EMV is implanted
bilaterally through monovision, we performed
the binocular summation of recorded USAF-
chart and PSF images. We applied a quadratic
summation proposed by Legge and Rubin for a
pair of images corresponding to the left and
right eye with the defocus offset of 1D [23, 24].

Data Analysis

The analysis of optical-quality data and images
were performed with custom-made software
developed in MATLAB (MathWorks, USA).

RESULTS

The MTF curves of all IOL samples measured at
the best focus through the 3- and 4.5-mm
apertures are presented in Fig. 1 with 2D MTF
visualization shown in Fig. 1S (Supplementary
Material).

At 3 mm, the ZCB00 demonstrated the
highest MTF values of the five models, particu-
larly at higher spatial frequencies, with an
average level of 0.50 ± 0.00 at 50 lp/mm. The
AE2UV/ZOE produced the average MTF @ 50 lp/
mm of 0.37 ± 0.02. At the same frequency, the
ICB00’s MTF was comparable, and that was
0.36 ± 0.01. The RayOne EMV’s MTF was
0.40 ± 0.00, which was reduced dramatically
after the 1D offset (MTF = 0.04 ± 0.01). The
IsoPure’s performance at 50 lp/mm (MTF =
0.41 ± 0.01) was minimally better than found

in the other mono-EDoF models.
At 4.5 mm, the ZCB00’s high-frequency per-

formance (MTF@50 lp/mm = 0.39 ± 0.01) was
better than that of the mono-EDoF IOLs. The
ICB00’s MTF was 0.31 ± 0.01, comparable to
that measured with the AE2UV/ZOE
(0.29 ± 0.00) at 50 lp/mm. For the IsoPure, it
was 0.23 ± 0.00. The RayOne EMV’s MTF at
zero-defocus was 0.17 ± 0.00, but a simulation
of a - 1D refractive target resulted in a poor far-
focus performance at 4.5 mm (MTF@50 lp/
mm = 0.02 ± 0.00).

Figure 2 reports the wOTFb change with
defocus for the five IOL models. The wOTFb of
the ZCB00 was minimally better at the best far-
focus than that of the other models. However,
at about - 0.5D, the ICB00, the AE2UV/ZOE,
and the IsoPure demonstrated improved toler-
ance to defocus compared to the monofocal
IOL. The RayOne EMV’s and the ZCB00’s per-
formance under defocus was comparable with
the simulated plano refractive target. Although
the 1D offset resulted in a worse wOTFb level of
the RayOne EMV at the far focus, in binocular
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vision, the defocus tolerance may be further
extended.

The resolution-test images confirm the
wOTFb results. Figure 3 presents the quadratic
summation results for the RayOne EMV and the
recorded (single) images for the other models.
Figure 2S (Supplementary Material) shows the
comparison between the USAF-

chart photographs taken with the simulated
plano and - 1D refractive target and the corre-
sponding binocular image.

The PSF projection confirmed a similar halo
profile among the ZCB00, the ICB00, and the
AE2UV/ZOE (Fig. 4). The ZCB00 produced the
halo radius of the smallest size (1.73 ± 0.06
arcmin), which was closely followed by the
ICB00’s 1.88 ± 0.08 arcmin and AE2UV/ZOE’s
2.01 ± 0.04 arcmin. The IsoPure created a halo
with an average size of 2.64 ± 0.00 arcmin. The
RayOne EMV’s binocular halo size was
3.67 ± 0.18 arcmin, which was the largest
among the studied IOLs. Figure 3S (Supple-
mentary Material) shows the PSF images of the
RayOne EMV at zero, and - 1D defocus with the
corresponding quadratic summation.

DISCUSSION

This study provides further evidence that
mono-EDoF IOLs have the potential to improve
the patient’s visual function at the intermediate
range while producing the optical performance
that is close to that of standard monofocal IOLs
at their best focus. Although the RayOne EMV
showed a more extended range of vision than
that of the other mono-EDoF models, the
impact of binocular summation is challenging
to predict in a laboratory setting.

Fig. 2 Defocus tolerance of the weighted optical transfer
function to the power of b = - 0.36 (wOTFb) assessed at
3 mm and visual acuity (VA) predictions presented on a
secondary axis. The dotted lines show each lens0 values
separately; the solid lines refer to the average of two
samples. The vertical dashed line indicates the position of
the far focus

Fig. 1 Modulation transfer function (MTF) levels of the studied IOLs at the best focus for 3- and 4.5-mm apertures. The
dotted lines show the values of each lens separately; the solid lines refer to the average of two samples
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Fig. 3 US Air Force resolution targets recorded at a defocus range of ? 0.5D to - 2.5D and the 3-mm aperture.
*Quadratic summation of two images with the defocus difference of 1D
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Given that the studied IOLs are still relatively
new to clinicians, we were not able to identify
any peer-reviewed publication on the in vivo or
in vitro functioning of the AE2UV/ZOE, Iso-
Pure, and the RayOne EMV. This gap underlines
the importance of our research. In a recent
publication, Mencucci et al. made a clinical
comparison of the ZCB00 and ICB00 [3]. Vari-
ous aspects of the visual function were assessed,
including VA, CS, and the perception of photic
phenomena. They found that monocular cor-
rected distance VA differs only by 0.01 in favor
of the ZCB00 group. However, monocular dis-
tance corrected intermediate VA measured at
66 cm (* 1.5D) was improved in patients with
the mono-EDoF lens by one line [3]. Those
findings are in agreement with the results of our
in vitro evaluation, as we also found that ZCB00
had a minimally higher wOTFb than the ICB00
at far-point, but worse at intermediate by 0.12.
Following the conversion of the wOTFb to log-
MAR VA using a model proposed by Alarcon
et al. [7, 22], a 1.3 line difference between the
two Tecnis IOLs can be predicted at - 1.5D.

In a paper by Auffarth et al., the European
multicenter study results on the comparison
between the ICB00 and ZCB00 IOLs were pre-
sented [2]. They found that the mean corrected
distance VA was - 0.02 ± 0.01 logMAR in the
mono-EDoF group and - 0.06 ± 0.01 logMAR
in the standard-monofocal one. In the current
in vitro study, we also found a minimally
decreased wOTFb of the ICB00 IOLs at the far
focus with the estimated VA effect of 0.02 log-
MAR in favor of the ZCB00 group. At the
intermediate range (66 cm), the distance cor-
rected VA was 0.19 ± 0.02 logMAR and
0.31 ± 0.02 logMAR in the mono-EDoF and
monofocal patients, respectively. They reported
the mean improvement of 0.11 ± 0.02 logMAR,
which is close to the predicted level from our
in vitro assessment. At 1.5D defocus, the
AE2UV/ZOE’s wOTFb only slightly differed from
that of the ICB00, which would result in a
minimally lower VA by 0.01 logMAR and 0.03
logMAR at 2.5D according to the model [7, 22].
The AE2UV/ZOE provides a clear advantage
over the standard monofocal lens, as at 66 cm
and 40 cm, one line VA improvement (0.1 log-
MAR) is expected at both distances compared to

the ZCB00. For the IsoPure it is less, about 0.07
logMAR at 1.5D of defocus. Although RayOne
EMV showed\0.02 logMAR difference over the
monofocal lens in the ‘dominant eye’ simula-
tion, in the ‘non-dominant eye’ a nearly 3-line
(0.27 logMAR) improvement would be expec-
ted. However, these laboratory results should be
confirmed in a clinical study.

The ICB00 and the ZCB00 have also been
compared in a laboratory setting. Alarcon et al.
studied their optical quality by measuring the
MTF and the OTF in polychromatic light using
their optical bench [4]. Despite expected differ-
ences in our and the J&J Vision group’s optical
setup, they also predicted a 0.12 logMAR
improvement at the intermediate range after
the implantation of their mono-EDoF lens
compared to the standard monofocal model.
Furthermore, Alarcon and associates reported a
negligible impact of higher-order aberrations
and pupil size on their comparison. However,
Vega et al. found a shift of the through-focus
MTF area by - 0.50D at 2 mm, indicating some
level of pupil dependency [5]. Although Auf-
farth et al. did not see clinically significant
changes for pupils larger than 2.5 mm [2], the
comparison for smaller pupils was not per-
formed due to insufficient sample size. More
research is needed to determine the impact of
pupil size on the visual quality of patients with
the new mono-EDoF IOLs.

The European multicenter clinical study
concluded that the occurrence of photic phe-
nomena is comparable between the ICB00 and
ZCB00 IOLs [2]. Mencucci et al. also reported
insignificant differences between the two
groups in the perception of glare and halo [3].
The two laboratory studies have shown that the
ICB00 and the ZCB00 produce a similar halo
pattern with a slightly lower intensity profile for
the latter model [4, 5]. Our analysis of the PSF
may further reinforce those findings, as we also
reported that the observed halo was only 8%
larger in the ICB00 than that recorded through
the monofocal lens. This difference was slightly
increased but still comparable for the AE2UV/
ZOE, which was 14%. Our results indicate that
the AE2UV/ZOE’s contribution to photic phe-
nomena is minimal, and it is comparable to that
of a monofocal lens.

Ophthalmol Ther (2021) 10:1093–1104 1099
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The IsoPure and the RayOne EMV produced
a halo pattern that was larger than that of the
ZCB00 by 34% and 53%, respectively. One
potential explanation of this observation is a
lower SA correction. In the current study, the
cornea model exerts 0.28 lm of SA while the
IsoPure corrects - 0.11 lm, but the RayOne
EMV is considered ‘aberration neutral.’
Although the choice of this SA correction might
have been motivated by the broad range of SA
distribution in the population, in this in vitro
model, we simulated the average SA value of the
cornea [17], which favors the lens design of the
Tecnis IOLs. In such a setting, however, the
IsoPure and RayOne EMV performance at the
scotopic pupil could be compromised, which
might also result in an increased halo-pattern
due to a higher level of SA. Two other factors
may also contribute to the increased halo size in
the RayOne EMV.

1. The Rayner model induces additional pos-
itive SA to optimize the far vision of the
non-dominant eye. Thus, we expect that
increased SA effects may spread the RayOne
EMV’s halo-profile and reduce the optical
quality, as shown in Fig. 1.

2. Similarly, defocus blur also has the poten-
tial to increase the halo perception [25, 26].

Figure 4 shows the quadratic summation of
the focus and unfocused (1D offset) PSF.
Although both log images (Fig. 3S, Supplemen-
tary Material) show an extended halo pattern
around the central disk, defocus appears to
produce higher-intensity effects in the simula-
tion of the 1-D offset. Johannsdottir and Stel-
mach found that subjective complaints about
photic phenomena under low-light conditions
are more common in monovision compared to
binocular emmetropia [25]. Still, the monovi-
sion approach provides fewer halo symptoms
than the implantation of a diffractive-bifocal

IOL, as Zhang et al. have demonstrated [26].
Thus, whether the observed increased halo
profile in the RayOne EMV may induce func-
tionally significant photic phenomena is a
question that must be addressed in a clinical
study.

In a healthy emmetropic eye, the summation
of the visual information from both eyes results
in enhanced visual perception compared to
monocular vision. Campbell and Green esti-
mated that binocular summation improves the

visual quality by a factor of
ffiffiffi
2

p
[27]. However, a

recent meta-analysis by Baker and Lygo indi-
cates that the ratio between binocular and
monocular perception may be higher, implying
a multifactorial mechanism underlying this
process [28]. Conversely, the binocular sum-
mation may also be hampered, e.g., under
monovision correction, with the ratio close to
or less than 1 indicating the deterioration of
binocular vision [29, 30]. If we assume that the
binocular summation is 1 for the RayOne EMV

and
ffiffiffi
2

p
for other IOLs, the far-focus wOTFb

increases for all models but one (Fig. 5). The
binocular summation may also minimize the
image quality difference between the RayOne
EMV and the other mono-EDoF models at the
intermediate distance, which may be a good

bFig. 4 Logarithmic images of the recorded polychromatic
point spread function (PSF, left panels) at 4.5 mm with
color-coding. The right panels present the linear cross-
section of the PSF’s intensity profile. *Quadratic summa-
tion of two images with the defocus difference of 1D

Fig. 5 Simulations of wOTFb binocular summation at
3 mm and under defocus. The dotted lines show each lens0

values separately; the solid lines refer to the average of two
samples. The vertical dashed line indicates the position of
the far focus

Ophthalmol Ther (2021) 10:1093–1104 1101



option for patients who may not tolerate well
dissimilarity in the blur perception between the
eyes. More research is needed to determine the
impact of enhanced monovision on patients’
binocular performance.

The use of one pupil size (i.e., 3 mm) might
not fully represent a clinical situation [23],
which may be considered a limitation of the
current study. However, the wOTF metric was
computed by Alarcon et al. from laboratory data
obtained at 3 mm [7]; thus, its implementation
for other pupil sizes requires validation. This
should be a subject of further research.

CONCLUSIONS

We found that the mono-EDoF models’ far-
point MTF was minimally lower than that of the
standard monofocal IOL, but the expected
impact on clinical VA is negligible. All mono-
EDoF models have the potential to extend the
patient’s intermediate vision beyond the range
of a standard monofocal lens. Our laboratory
results for the two Tecnis IOLs appear to con-
form to the published results from other
researchers. We found that the AE2UV/ZOE and
the ICB00 produced a halo pattern comparable
to that of the ZCB00 indicating a low potential
of these IOLs to induce photic phenomena.
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